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Hal
Clement: Science

Fiction
Style

by

Anthony 
More

Preoccupied as the science fiction field is today with 
the literary and technical aspects of the writing craft, it 
is both strange and unfortunate that the critics in the field 
have all but overlooked the very able Harry Clement Stubbs. 
It is strange because, though his output has been small — 
two novels and eight shorter works in ten years -- it has 
been of a consistently high quality and has displayed a con
tinuing development. In one sense, however, this neglect is 
understandable -- for Clement is that unique 19^2 individual 
--a distinctly science fiction writer.

This is not as paradoxical as it might at first sound, 
for it is a tragic fact that, as a result of the self-con
scious, apologetic critical approach to science fiction that 
is the current mode, very little has been done {to establish 
a basically science fictional critique. The neglect accorded 
Hal Clement as a stylist and science fiction writer is largely 
attributable to this.

Our aim here will be to evaluate Clement's writing on the 
basis of certain internal and self-imposed structural forms, 
to examine his methods, and to suggest some possible conclus
ions as to his overall theme -- that Is to say, his philo
sophy and objectives. We will not attempt to transplant from 
the general field of writing to what has been and remains a 
special field, those standards not necessarily applicable to 
the special field.

The characteristic of Clement's writing most Immediately 
apparent, indeed commencing with his first story, PROOF, is 
a modus operand! he has made most fertile use of in all but 
four of his stories (UNCOMMON SENSE, TROJAN FALL, COLD FRONT, 
FIREPROOF), and which he brought to the fullest development 
in his two novels. This characteristic is the use of double 
viewpoint. in Clement's hands so specialized and developed 
that it must be considered one of his basic methods. It 
should be noted that in all but one of the four exceptions 
noted (COLD FRONT) there is considerable use made of omnis
cient viewpoint, which in Clement's case is merely another 
way of attaining a second viewpoint — the difference being 
that the all - seeing and occasionally commenting author is 
that second viewpoint, rather than a character from the story.

Double viewpoint in any case is difficult to handle, and 
badly done becomes disastrous to the author's control over 
his reader's attention. Clement manages it well, and, having 
particular objectives in mind, he succeeds in providing the 
reader with a sort of spectator-vantage point, an intellec
tual grandstand sea.t, enabling him to watch the opposing, or 
opposed, forces at work.

In PROOF, this duality of viewpoint is on a very elemen
tary level. In keeping with the still-lncompletely developed



style of the author, the story is utterly bereft of plot, and 
exhibits certain crudities of execution. There are simply 
two main characters, neither one very well drawn, hron the 
extra-terrestrial and Gordon Aller the earthman, each exper
iencing an environment totally outside the sensory limit
ations of the other. PROOF is an extremely simple philo
sophical exercise by Clement, a stoiy of a type Arthur Jean 
Cox would call anecdotal, the object of which is to make a 
point or demonstrate an idea, here that of different uni
verses physically congruent whose differentiation hinges 
upon unlike sets of senses.

Clement’s next story, TECHNICAL ERROR, in many respects 
one of his best efforts, is a further and very special devel
opment of this double viewpoint. Most remarkable is the fact 
that, while the second viewpoint is a vital part of the 
story, at no time is that viewpoint directly presented — 
that is to say, the reader is never actually written into 
the second viewpoint. But for this it would be possible to 
evaluate TECHNICAL ERROR as simply another -- if somewhat 
above average — man-versus-technical-problem yarn. For it 
is the representation of that other culture, by inference 
and evidence only, that gives to the story such impact and 
such unearthly reality. Two cultural — more accurately, two 
technological — patterns, millenia apart in time, inextric
ably involved with one another, experiencing absolutely no 
intentional opposition to one another, yet locked in this 
intense intellectual battle. Although the reader may ac
tually see the story only through one written viewpoint, it 
is the ever - present though unwritten other viewpoint that 
provides the sense of conflict.

TROJAN FALL, Clement's next, makes use of author omnis
cience, as commented upon earlier. Clement explored this 
mechanism for the simple reason that he had as protagonist a 
somewhat unsavory character and an ignorant one. These are 
characteristics difficult to display in a short story by any 
other method than author omniscience. Also, and as import
ant, the use of this secondary viewpoint was necessary so 
that the reader could be provided with the correct inform
ation which was inaccessible to the unlearned primary char
acter. We sttall see that this is a prime factor in Clement's 
stories —that the reader must have the correct information.

A year and more passed before Clement appeared again, 
this time with UNCOMMON SENSE, in which story he for the 
first time attains his full stride. It is a most remarkable 
short story based on an exceedingly ingenious idea. Here we 
begin to see the Clement of later years, his stories packed 
with infinite and fascinating detail. Here Clement the 
author, in his role as omniscient second viewpoint, draws 
back at one point and exclaims:

"Don't ask why he took so long. You may think that 
the terrific adaptability evidenced by those strange eyes 
would be clue enough; or perhaps you may be in a mood to 
excuse him. Columbus probably excused those of his 
friends who failed to solve the egg problem."

Which is by way of being as good a commentary on Clem
ent's stories as could be imagined. Essentially they are 
scientific mystery stories, scientific problems which, in 
most cases, the scientifically or technically trained reader 
should be able to solve. In UNCOMMON SENSE, for example, all



the evidence necessary to a solution of the mystery of the 
uncommon sense is present; Clement's little comment quoted 
above is like the pause in a detective story wherein the 
reader is supposed to figure out who done it.

This is equally well demonstrated in Clement's subse
quent, though otherwise much inferior, yarn, COLD FRONT. 
This is the single exception to date to his use of some form 
of double viewpoint, and one wonders why this, of all his 
stories, is so constructed. COLD FRONT is overlong and drags, 
and has little significance except in that it demonstrates a 
number of Clement's characteristics, notably that of the 
scientific mystery premise and certain others to be suggested 
shortly.

In his next story, ASSUMPTION UNJUSTIFIED, Clement re
turned to his original double viewpoint form, based upon two 
main characters, each entirely sympathetically presented, and 
each representing entirely different life-forms — the fam
iliar pattern of terrestrial and non-terrestrial. In this 
story, too, Clement for the first time makes use of a tactic 
which he has since employed with extreme effectiveness, not
ably in his two novels. This tactic is the use of a human 
child as the terrestrial viewpoint character. $This we must 
consider as one of Clement's most significant discoveries.

There is a theme, not a specific theme but a general 
theme, which runs through all of Clement's stories, and which 
is excellently demonstrated in ASSUMPTION UNJUSTIFIED. This 
theme can best be described in one word: misjudgement. Every 
short story so far written by Clement has hinged entirely 
upon misjudgement, by either or both viewpoint characters. 
This is true of his novels as well, but their greater length 
and more Involved story lines force this theme into the back
ground as a more supplementary factor.

For example, in PROOF the misjudgement was very, very 
basic, and very general — the attempt to evaluate an envir
onment not properly recorded by the senses. TECHNICAL ERROR 
was an exposition of a somewhat similar idea, the difference 
being, instead of environmental, technological. Clement him
self tells us that misjudgement is the theme when he asks, 
"Whose was the error?" TROJAN FALL was a simple case of mis
judgement through a baser, If morally more excusable kind of 
ignorance — lack of information. COLD FRONT placed human 
culture in the embarrassing position of completely misjudging 
— In this case underestimating — another culture. Indeed, 
one of the human characters in COLD FRONT remarks to the per
son primarily responsible for the error — "I want to see you 
eat humble pie." Which seems almost to be Clement's back-of- 
the-hand to intellectual snobbery in general. UN.QOMMON SENSE 
is the problem of the mystery story applied to science fic
tion, the misjudgement being one of lack of attention to the 
scientific clues available. ASSUMPTION UNJUSTIFIED is the 
fullest development, both from the detail and characteriz
ation standpoints, of this theme — here the extra-terrestrial 
is led to the conclusion that immature humans are actually 
full-developed representatives of the species, and tragedy 
nearly results.

In his two other short stories, Clement has brought the 
two elements of double viewpoint and misjudgement as a theme 
to particular and somewhat farcical fulfillment.

In ANSWER, the second viewpoint, as in TECHNICAL ERROR,



is never actually written into the story, but is implicit. 
As in his previous works, the two viewpoint characters are a 
human and a non-human. In this case, however, the non-human 
is a thinking machine, certainly a macabre application of 
Clement's preoccupation with the alien creature personality. 
Here the misjudgement factor is perhaps the most complete and 
certainly the most disastrous intellectually in this long 
line of Clement stories based on such incorrect evaluations: 
the assumption that a brain can comprehend itself, including 
this comprehension. This is also a case wherein the double 
viewpoint element merges into an unique form of what it al
ways, essentially, is: different aspects of the same problem. 
For the alien brain, that is to say the thinking machine in 
this case, in the end becomes ipso facto the brain of the 
human protagonist — victimized by misjudgement.

FIRE1R00F, on the other hand, is one of the cleverest 
pieces of thinking in the whole field of science fiction 
writing. Perhaps the best, certainly one of the best, of that 
particular brand of trick scientific yarn to which Campbell 
has been science fiction's midwife, it is also a wonderful 
example of how in science fiction the most elementary scien
tific facts can be illumined into fascinating reading. And, 
again, the theme of misjudgement is present, as well as the 
pattern of double viewpoint based on two opposed characters 
(though here both are human characters). The misjudgement in 
FIREPROOF, however, deserves special comment, for it is really 
an immense practical joke on the reader. Ostensibly it is 
the "villain" viewpoint character that makes the mistake, but 
there would be absolutely no story unless the reader were 
equally guilty of the same identical error in judgement. 
Fittingly, this has been the last major use by Clement of 
this theme.

It is in the medium of the novel that Clement has been 
able to bring his highly individual and thoroughly science 
fictional style to its maximum development. Examination of 
these two singularly impressive works reveals the extreme 
importance of Clement as a science fiction stylist. More 
than anything else in the field in recent years, these two 
novels are ^pintillating examples of the scientific mind at 
work in a dramatic medium.

Considerable discussion has been devoted to Clement's 
use of the double viewpoint. NEEDLE is the culmination of 
this mechanism. In this story the two viewpoints, previously 
always totally distinct personalities with different physical 
as well as mental viewpoints, supplied sometimes with differ
ent data and sometimes with different sensory mechanisms for 
interpretation of the same data, become one in all but per
sonality. The two protagonists in NEEDLE assume a most fas
cinating relationship: the physical viewpoints and the sensory 
evaluation of the data are identical; the single distinction 
— and the story — lies in the particular interpretation 
given, and the significance attached, to the data by the two 
personalities involved. The Hunter sees through the eyes of 
Bob Kinnaird, hears with his ears, senses the physical en
vironment through his nerves -- but his response as a char
acter is different.

NEEDLE is significant in a number of respects. It is, 
for example, at least one approach to the problem of the de-



tective story in science fiction, perhaps a natural outgrowth 
of the fact that Clement is essentially a scientific mystery 
story writer. Additionally, it is certainly the ultimate 
variation on the human host -alien parasite theme, being a 
far superior story to the later Heinlein novel, The Puppet 
Masters. Most important of all, it explores to the fullest 
possible extent an alien set of creature-environment condi
tions, and in this Clement achieved what is certainly one of 
the most complete characterizations of a non-human that has 
appeared in science fiction. It is in the engrossing story 
of the Hunter discovering his new environment, investigating 
it, and solving the problems it presents to him as an entity 
that the reader gains a profound insight into the personality 
of this remarkable creature. Until the Hunter actually dis
covers a satisfactory host, the problem is highly generalized; 
once he has attached himself to Bob Kinnaird a new story, 
literally, begins. The reader Is presented with a startling 
look at a hitherto unexplored part of the universe -- the 
world inside our skins. Significantly, reader-character id
entification and sympathy are so complete at this point that 
there is no consideration at all other than that* the Hunter 
must succeed in mastering this body.

Now, however, the second viewpoint character, the host, 
has his own special set of problems, referrent to the same 
data faced by the Hunter. Bob Kinnaird's problem is the re
verse of the Hunter's; he too must adjust to thfe demands of 
co-existence with another life form, but his is a slightly 
different adjustment, neither passive nor dominant, but a 
striking mixture of both. In the hands of a lesser craftsman 
than Clement, this preliminary and very essential crisis might 
have been botched horribly. Note that Clement has again used 
a child as his human agent. In the present instance this 
bypasses the obvious difficulties which the personality of 
an adult would have placed in ther«».path of the Hunter.

The third plot — one might call it an internal thematic 
variation, such is the story construction — is the actual 
thread of the novel as a whole: to catch the villain. Ac
tually, it is not a particularly difficult problem, at least 
from the reader's point of view; all the data are present, 
and the solution is quite clear. Structurally, this is a 
justification for the great time spent by Clement on the Hun
ter's adjustment to his new environment, for the hunted also 
is a parasite and must have made similar adjustments, which 
would be reflected In ways familiar to the reader.

ICEWORLD, while Inferior to NEEDLE, is nonetheless in 
the full Clement tradition as to method and effectiveness. 
To some extent the situation is the reverse of that in NEEDLE 
— instead of being coexistent, the two viewpoint characters, 
again a human child and an alien, again with the same general 
data, find it impossible to approach each other physically 
except under the most trying restrictions — and it is this 
which makes the story.

Much of the same pattern is followed in ICEWORLD that 
was used In its predecessor. Again the story is basically 
a detective story, and again there is the advance scientific 
spadework — the investigation and discovery of data, the 
delineation of differing environments, the results of contact 
between two alien races. Contrary to a criticism that has 
been made, ICEWORLD is not overlong — it is the detail and



exploration of ideas made possible by its length that renders 
the novel so satisfying.

A most important consideration in regard to ICEWORLD is 
that the problem is a problem confronting both alien and earth 
characters, which must be solved by the cooperation of both. 
This is clearly in keeping with Clement's philosophy as a 
writer. The most casual glance at his work reveals that the 
opposed forces in his stories are never those of good-bad, 
hero-villain, right-wrong. Quite correctly, he has on occa
sion used a "villain" as a main or viewpoint character (TRO
JAN FALL, FIREPROOF), but only as an agency for the purpose 
of presenting one phase of a scientific problem in the dram
atic form demanded by the fiction medium. ICEWORLD, as sug
gested, is really the story of an alien and a human creature 
struggling with a scientific problem. The injection of a 
"villain" into the story provides an excuse fortheadventure, 
and lends a more universal and appealing emotional value to 
what would otherwise be a mere adventure in ideas. Obviously, 
this applies even more particularly to NEEDLE; the true fas
cination of the story, that which makes it such an unforget
able reading experience, is the solution of the host-para- 
site problem by the Hunter and Bob Kinnaird.

Looking back over Clement's work, we. can trace a steady 
development in this line. His introductory work, PROOF, was 
entirely an idea yarn in which there was no element of per
sonal conflict, and hence no characterization. Similarly 
with TECHNICAL ERROR, although here Clement's work begins to 
acquire a human quality. In UNCOMMON SENSE he cares so lit
tle about the significance of the "villain" as such that he 
casually identifies him in so many words — "In a way, of 
course, the villain was right" -- and then, having made his 
excuse for having a character in a particular tight fix, re
turns to the fix itself and its scientific solution. In 
TROJAN FALL he experimented briefly with the idea of a vil
lain as a viewpoint character, but only to make the scientific 
error more grim, more emotionally satisfying to the reader, 
since the story is really nothing more nor less than a brief 
scientific lecture. Significantly, in COLD FRONT, Clement's 
closest approach to outright villainy results in extreme dif
ficulty for^the Master Salesman. ASSUMPTION UNJUSTIFIED is 
his first employment of high emotional conflict, but quite 
typically and effectively he bases it upon the scientific 
problem at hand. Recall also that this is the story in which 
he stumbled across his wonderful discovery of the Immature 
human being as foil for the mature alien. After this, the 
element of personality conflict was always present, but also 
always growing only out of the scientific mystery about which 
the story was written, becoming a sort of enabling element 
without which the intellectual drama of NEEDLE and ICE<V0RLD 
would have failed completely.

Thus we see that Clement, the scientist, transfers his 
scientific attitude and methodology to the pages of his 
science fiction. The Importance lies in the problem; what 
really matters is the mastery of the environment. In the 
twentieth century it is not true that great stories can be 
written about only man's conflict with himself and never 
about his conflict with his environment, for our scientific 
knowledge has expanded the "himself" until in all its ulti
mate relationships it embraces the entire universe.



This is the intellectual stage on which Clement's dramas 
are played. Few men working in the field today are capable 
of utilizing this attitude successfully. It is no surprise 
that Clement is not a prolific writer; when one considers the 
wealth of detail and scientific fact packed into each page of 
his writing, one begins to realize that Clement's writing 
is perhaps the most technically perfect in execution, the most 
scientifically convincing, and the most carefully worked out 
science fiction today. He has mastered the problem of present
ing scientific facts to the reader by making them the story.

There have been and there will be other styles peculiarly 
adapted to the science fiction field. Hal Clement's is a 
model style of this kind, one which should prove increasingly 
fertile in future years, and one after which others might 
cast a jealous eye.

Quotable Correspondence
Did you notice "In Times to Come" in the August ASF? 

Campbell's guess that "the average new science-jfiction auth
or" (and I assume he means specifically Astounding s-f author) 
is "a man between twenty and thirty-five, a professional 
technologist or student technologist of one kind or another, 
and he writes science-fiction to express his ideas, not for 
a living. He never becomes a professional science-fiction 
author..." ...is reminiscent of something Cox wrote a year 
ago: (In "Astounding's Science Fiction: Some Changes in 
Form", FA, Sept. '52. Ed.) "During the years 1947 and '48, 
35 new writers appeared in the magazine, and during the past 
twenty issues we have seen the same number. Most of these 
writers appear once and are never seen again. I would say that 
it's certain that the majority are men with professional and 
technical careers who each wrote his brief story as a vehicle 
for an idea he found amusing." They both could be wrong, of 
course (though I don't suggest that they are), but this does 
help bear out my opinion that your boy Cox knows Astounding 
as well as its editor does.

Douglas Andersen

(Let's assume that they are right. Do you think a case 
might be made from that definition of the "average new s-f 
author" to account for the lack of sympathy toward science 
fiction that is generally found among "literary" people? 
Naturally, new writers whose background is technical are not 
often going to produce anything of high literary quality — 
inclination and available time would have precluded their 
mastering that field. And conversely, the literary man has 
specialized in his field to an equal exclusion of technical 
matters--which might render improbable his appreciation for 
(and understanding of?) the ideas the technologists think 
interesting enough to try to make a story of. Is a high cal
ibre of science -fiction, with emphasis on both the terms, 
probable? Ed.)

Kelsey's reference to SFA following his comment on the 
parasitic nature of the advertising business (review of Flayer 
Piano, Sept. '52, p. 16. Ed.) requires a rebuttal, and I've 
found one, oddly enough, in the opening of your Galley article 
on advertising in the "little magazines": "'We who have to



bring in business must get out before the beloved customer 
and shout, search, halloo, promise, concede, coax, be funny, 
coo, thump, seek, knock, punch, and GET the order....'

"So runs the plaintive cry of a New York advertising 
agency. And it causes one to wonder if perhaps it is not his 
preoccupation with these time-proven brow-beating and wheed
ling methods that prevents the average advertiser's giving 
consideration to the simple informative sales approach. And 
is it thereby that he neglects the potentially very effective 
advertising media serving selected concentrations of readers 
who deliberately seek straightforward Information of products 
within their fields of interest?"

Pardon the long quote from yourself, but it seems to me 
that there you've said it! There is advertising and there's 
advertising. 1 don't think Kelsey Intended to slur SFA or 
the ads in it. But in case he hadn't noticed, I wanted to 
point out that it's the omnipresent uninformative, obnoxious 
asininities (which, of course, we intimidated consumers pay 
for) that are the products of the parasites. SFA's ads are 
honest. They describe what's for sale, where it may be had 
and for how much. Nothing morally reprehensible there, surely!

Elroy Brown

(You know, I'd forgotten that article...which isn't too 
surprising when taken into consideration with the fact that 
it was ghost-written for me by a friend (girl type). About 
all I did with it was to eliminate the more obvious femin
isms. Of course you realize that your comments are subver
sive, but somehow I can't disagree with you. Ed.)
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SCIENCE
! FICTION
PERRI M/XGzXZINES 1926-1950

ORDER NOW FROM:

PERRI PRESS, 

Rox 5007, Portland 13, Ore.

DEALERS: Liberal Discounts plus Sales Helps. Write for details.



Announcing
AN EXCEPTIONAL SALE

An unusually fine collection of 
289 FANTASY and SCIENCE FICTION MAGAZINES. 
All are in the best possible condition, 
as new, complete with covers. Many are 

unread and have never been opened.
To be sold in lots only. Please do not re
quest single .issues. The entire collection 

for <?65.00

WEIRD TALES: Sept 1939-Sept 1952 (81 issues)................. 23.00
A3T0UNDIN.G: Oct 1947-July 1952 (58 issues)................... 15.00
STARTLING STORIES: March 1947-Sept 1952 (38 issues)...... . 8.00THRILLING WONDER: April 1947 7 Aug 1947-Aug 1952 (32 issues). 7.00
OTHER WORLDS: Nov 1949-July 1952 (20 issues, complete from 

vol. 1, no. 1).................. 4.00
IMAGINATION: Oct 1950-Sept 1952 (12 issues, complete from 

vol. 1, no. 1)...........7.......  3.00
SCIENCE FICTION QUARTERLY: May 1951-Aug 1952 (6 issues, com

plete from vol. 1, no. 1). 1.50FUTURE SCIENCE FICTION: May-June 1950-July 1952 (14 issues, 
complete from vol. 1, no. l)z...... 2.00

SUPER SCIENCE STORIES: Jan 1949-Aug 1951 (15 issues)'....... 3.50 
OUT OF THIS WORLD ADVENTURES: July-Deo 1950 (2 issues, com

plete from vol. 1, no. 1).........50
10 STORY FANTASY:-Spring 1951 (1 issue)......................... 25MARVEL SCIENCE FICTION: Nov 1950- May 1952 (6 issues)...... 1.00 
SUSPENSE MAGAZINE: Spring 1951-Winter 1952 (4 issues, com

plete from vol. 1, no. 1)................ 1.00

L. Robert Tschirky 
105 Ralph Avenue 
White Plains, N. Y.

CONTEST RESULTS
Stephen F. Schultheis of Warren, Ohio, obtained twenty

seven new subscribers to the Advertiser, thereby winning the 
first prize in our recent contest, a copy of "the most beau
tiful and valuable fantasy book ever published", William M. 
Timlin's "The Ship That Sailed to Mars".

Paul Gordon of Los Angeles, second prize winner with 16 
new subscribers, was returned the full $16 that he'd passed 
on to us.

Forrest J Ackerman, also of Los Angeles, was a close 
third prize winner with fifteen new subscribers. His was a 
50% refund, in this case $7.50.

David Cohen of Australia and Morris Scott Dollens of 
Los Angeles were the other two 50% refund winners. Both of 
these fellows are still turning up new subscribers but of 
course their prizes were determined by their standings at 
the closing date of the contest, September 10th.

Recap: the contest boosted SFA's circulation by 90. The 
editor's library made a dear sacrifice to this contest - but 
one that the editor doesn't regret...too much. By the spec- 
ian nature of its contents, circulation is of prime impor
tance to the Advertiser, and its editor Is most grateful to 
all who entered his contest and to these 90, as well as to 
all other, new subscribers.



Fantasy and Science Fiction Books at Bargain trices. 
Niel De Jack, 1013 31st St. South Bend 15, Ind. 
Following are mint with dust jackets: 1.00 each or 3 for 2.50 
Van Vogt-World of A. Farley-THE RADIO MAN. Weinbaum-MARTIAM ODYSSEY 
Smlth-Spacehounds of IPO. Leinster-SIDEWISE IN TIME. Wright-WORLD BELO 
Marguiles-FROK OFF THIS WORLD.Hall-PeopleOF THE COMET. Heinlein-Man 
WHO SOLD THE MOON. Keller-LIFE EVERLASTING.Marguiles-BEST STF STORY 
FOLLOWING ARE AT PRICES NOTED: good to fine copies
Mitchell-Last American 50/ Marceleln-Canape Vert 50/ Smith-Venus 
Equilateral- 75/ Jones-Peabody's Mermaid-50/ Hunt-Night Music 50/ 
Lowndes-The Lodger 40/ Maxon-Waltz og Death 40/ Stoker-Dracula 40/ 
Williams-All Bollows Eve 1.00 Friend-Md from Mars 50/ Bennett- 
Doctor to the Dead 75/ Stevenden-Dr. Jeckyll 40/ Rohmer-White Velvet 6 
Sian-Van Vogt mintd.w. 2.50 Wandrie-Eye and the Finger 2.50 mint d.w. 
Long-Hounds of Tindalos mint d.w. 2.00 Kline -Call of the Savage 
mint d.w. 2.25 Bally-Pilgrims Thru Space & Time mint d.w. 2.75

Smith-Genius Loci mint d.w. ### 1.75 MerrittvFox Woman mint 2.50 
Snell-White owl 50/ Restless Heads-CaIiell 50/ Castle-Star Dreamer 
60/ Smith-Bishops Jaegers 50/ Foe-Murders in the Hue laorgue-45/ 
Derleth-Something Hear mint d.w. 3.00 Karlg-Zotz 50/ Werfel-Star 

of the Unborn 1.50 Wise-Tales of Terror and Supernatural mint 1.50 
Burroughs-Escape on Wenus-mint first d.w. 1.8# -Beast s of Tarzan 
45/ Tarzan the Untamed first good 60/ Beckford-Vathek 1.35 Ashbjtry 
Devil of Pei Lingl.25 Sian-Van Vogt 4 parts from ASF bound in book 
form 2.00 Pratt-Mr/ Mmpet 50/ Marcelein-Beast of the Hatian Hills 
75/ Crawford-Witch of Prague 45/ North-Speak of the Devil 1.50 
Lazarre-Tales of Hoffman 2.00 Howells- Shares That Haunt the Dusk 

50/ Stoker-Lady of the ShrouH 75/ Smith-Glorious Pool 50/ Lawson- 
“r. Wilmer 50/ Bain-Digit of the Moon 75/ Begounn-Bison of Clay 50/ 
Blackwood-Jimbo 60/ Stockton-Great “ar Syndicate 50/ McCardle-The 
Unforeseen 50/ Karloff-Tales of Terror 50/ muller-Invasion of America 

50/ Whlte-liistress Kashanis Repose 60/ Swem-Werewolf 50/ Benson-
The Inheritor 60/ Endore-Methinks the Lady 50/ Van Zile-Ferkins the 
Fakeer 50/ Wrlght-Wengeance of Gwa 75/ Smith-flight Lif e of the 
Gods 45/ West/ Gro nd Canyon 75/ Brandel Hain Before Seven 50/

Rohmer-Dope 50/ Forbes-Kirror for Witches 75/ Wright-Wabeno the 
“agicaln 50/ Wslpole-Potralt of a i“an with Kea Hair 50/ Chambers- 
Green Mouse 75/ Vonce -Dark Mirror 60/ Slodmak-Donovan's Brain 50/ 
Taylor-Aerlft in a Boneynrd 50/ Stai leton-Odd John 60/ Bur”oughs- 
Retunn of Tarzan 50/ Hammett-Creeps by Night 75/ Brown-Universal 
Station 60/ Doyle-P-ison Belt 75/

WANTED* THE /cELOWING:
Any stills from Fantayy or Science Ft citon novies or movies in 
3 or 16 M.m. Books dealing with science fiction or fantasy in 
movies.
Argosy Magazines containing any Peter the Brazen Stories by 
Loring Brent especially The Saphire Death or others. 
Following Books;
The W6rld of Tomor-ow by I. 0: Evans Denis Archer press London 1933 
MAGAZINES FOR SALE: 30/ each 4 f0r 1.00 
F.F.M.-1947-Feb-April-June-Aug 1949-June-Aug-Oct

1948- April-Aug-June-uct 1950-A ril-June 
Fantastic Novels- 1948-May-July-Sept

1949-July-Nov 1950-May-July 
Wonder Stories-1934 Jan-Feb -Mar-Contains Exile of the Skies by 

Vaughan 1.50 for the Three issues.
T. W. S. -1939 J„ne 1943-June Fall-Aug 1944-Winter 

Super Science-Sept 1949
Planet-1943-Fali-Winter 1944 -Spring
Capt. Future-1944- Spring-Winter 
Startling-1943- June-Fall 1944-Sprlng -Winter 
Fantastic Adventures-1943-June-Aug-Dec-Oct 

1944-Feb 1949-Oct 1950 Jan-Feb-Mar 
Amazing-1943-July-Aug-Sept-Nov 1944-Jan-Mar 

1949-Sept-Oct 1950-Jan-Feb-mar
Astoundlng-1947-A ril-July

1948-July-Aug-Sept-Oct-Nov-Dec
1949-Jan-k'eb-*“nr-May-June-July-Aug-Oct-Nov 
1950- Jan-Feb-Mar-hay

WANTED* Weird Tales magazines from 1923 to 1956 
Thrill Book - Miracle Science and Fantasy-



P. O. Box 41 S Staten Island 2. N. Y. SAINT GEORGE 7-5200

SPECIAL OFFERS ON OLD BOOKS DI NEW CONDITION

Because of some fortunate purchases recently in parge quantites 
on new books, we are able to offer some really fine titles, many of which 
are now quite scarce, at very reasonable prices. Plentiful supply on all 
titles.

E. R. Eddison
MISTRESS OF MISTRESSES: Publiched by the E.P. Dutton Co. of 1J.Y. in 1955 

4^1pp with maps, Dramatis Personae etc. Beautiful thick tall volume.
A work of great magnitude and conceptions, tfuly remarkable in its 
uniqueness. In some ways a successor to the tremendously famous 
"'Worm Ouroborus". New copies $4.00 Each

DAVID H. KELLER
TE^ ETERNAL CONFLICT: Likiited edition of 4bo copies published by Prime Press. 

Now out of print. All numbered and signed by the author. Beautifully 
boxed and printed on rag paper. In every way deluxe. Originally sold 
for 5*50. New copies now for $2.75 Each >

TEL LADY DECIDES: The companion limited edition to the above volume. Also 
400 copies numbered and signed. Identical volume boxed. Both tall and 
stately volumes. Originally $5*50 Now $2.75

BOTH OF THE ABOVE VOLUMES FOR $5.00 PLENTIFUL SUPPLY z

JOHN J. MEYER
THb MENTOR, CR THIRTEEN SECONDS THAT ROCKED THE WORLD Publiched by Henkle

OF N.Y. inl955 205pp in attractive jacket. A novel of world domination 
by the scientists of the world acting as a body. In its final outcome, 
a Utopian novel as well as a technocratic one. New Copies $1.25 Each

TRY ANOTHER WORLD CR TEE IMMORTAL TALES OF JOE SKAUM Publiched by the Business 
Bourse of N.Y. in 1942. 25^ pages. An interplanetary novel of the future 
that considers the possible future destiny of the earth. A highly unusual 
tale. New copies $1.25 Each

BOTH OF THE ABOVE VOLUMES FOR $2.25 PLENTIFUL SUPPLY

STRINGER,ARTHUR
TEE WOMAN WHO COULDN*T DIE Published by Bobbs-Merrill of Indianapolis in 1929 

Very attractive jacket. 515 pages. A tale of a woman of the ancient 
vikings encased in ice and brought to life today. Exciting tale.
New copies $2.50 Each -D-1ITED SUPPLY

ERTL ,S IK AN
WOMAN ALIVE: Publiehed by Appleton Century of New York in 195^• Beautiful 

silver Foil jacket. New copies. 219 pages. Illustrated. A novel of 
the last living woman on Earth. New Copies $1.50 LIMITED SUPPLY

BLAKER,RICHARD
THE NEEDLE-WAT CHER; Published by Doubelday Doran of N.Y. in 1952. 5^ pages.

New copies. An unusual novel of Japan in the 17th Century via a wandering
Seaman, wrecked on the shore. Borderline tale, quite scarce. $2.50



P. O. Box 415 Staten Island 2. N. Y. SAINT oeorse 7-5290

Marvel Tales
The Scarce printed semi professional science fiction and fantasy magazine 

published in Reading in 19^. Very difficult to procure today. New copies 
of the first three issues. Plentiful supply. High quality material by Lovecraft, 
Keller, Smith and others. rl fl *50 f'2 $1.00 #5 $1*00

MARGARET B. HOUSTON
THE WITCH MAN: Published by Small Maynard of Boston 1922. Attractive 

jacket. 255 pages. A gentle fantasy of the Virginia Mountains.
A fairly scarce novel. New Copies $1.50 Each

BRAM STOKER
THE SNAKE*S PASS Philadelphia paperbound publication. Scarce borderline novel.

New copies. One of otokers earliest novels. $1?75 Each Plentiful supply

BRADY,CYRUS T.
AS THE SPARKS FLY UPWARD I Published b the hinston Co. of Philadelphia in 1917 

paperbound. New copies, slightly dust marked from long storage. Unusual 
novel by the author of "By the World Forgot","island of Regeneration" etc. 
Plentiful supply $2.00 Each

R.P.J. RICHARDS
TEE BLONDE GODDESS: Published by Kdn-Pax London. New copies in very attractive 

wrapper. 257pp. A mystical novel of Tibet. $1.00 Each

POTTER,MARGARET H.
ISTAR OF BABYLON: Published by Harpers N.Y. 1902 ^9^ pages. Novel of Ancient

Egypt that has been called the Persian Quo *adis and the Egyptian Ben 
Hur. New copies dust marked through long storage. Dust jackets slightly 
eroded through dampness. $1.75 each

CHARLES G. FINNEY
TIE. UNHOLY CITY: Published by the Vanguard Press of New York in 1957. Very 

rare successor jro the magnificent "Circus of Dr. Lao". Matching tall 
volume with the former. Fine copies in d.j. $5*°0-
This is also available in v.g. to fine condition for $4.CO

CHANNING.MARK
In many ways a auccessor to Talbot Mundy in the high adventure realm.

Very similar in most characteristics. All deal with unusual or lost tribes 
in Tibet of the Northernmost Borders of India.
NINE LIVES: Lippincott Philadelphia 1957 Fine copies $5*00
WHITE PYTHON: H£pincott Philadelphia 19^ Fine/Mint in d.j. $2.50
THE POISONED MOUNTAIN: Lipoincott Philadelphia 1955 Fine copies $2.50
KING COBRA: Hutchinson London Fine copies $5*00

ALL FOUR TITIES $9.50

CHAI IISSO, ADELBERT VON
THE SEADOWLESS MAN CE THE WONDERFUL HISTORY OF PETER SCHLEMIHL. New copies

Begatiful multicolor jacket and cloth binding. Dozens of Illustrations.
A novel of the eternal man, cursed with the lose of his shadow $2.00 Each

BURNETT, FRANCIS EOIBSQN
THE WHITE PEOPLE: Earners N.Y. 1917 New copies in d.j. $1.50 Each



As concerns the reviewing of new books, ^iis issue is 
being published pretty much out of phase with the first big 
batch of fall releases. Within a week of closing date I had 
received nothing for review. But as I write this, shortly 
before sending copy to Swift & Co., their respective publish
ers have delivered no less than twenty-two new books to me. 
And last issue I complained of being sent so few!

This allows a somewhat less than desirable length of 
time in which to accomplish a diversified distribution of the 
books and the reading, writing, and copy preparation that 
must be completed before deadline. So the reviews for this 
issue haven't been written yet.

Books received whose review in these pages must await 
January's issue include, firstly and to my mind most import
ant, Don Day's monumental INDEX TO THE SCIENCE FICTION MAGA
ZINES: 1926-1950 (Perri Press, Box 5007, Portland 13, Oregon, 
$6.50). This volume, 184 8^ x 11 pages sturdily bound in 
buckram, is the end product of an enormous task superbly done. 
Each story published in 58 different magazines during the 
first quarter century of science fiction magazines is listed 
twice, by title and by author. Each listing tells the maga
zine title and date of issue, tells that the story is a short, 
novelette, serial, or whatever, and on which page of the is
sue it begins. Following the author's name is given each 
pseudonym he has used (and in this as in all else the com
piler spared no effort to achieve strict accuracy — another 
phase of his job in which he is the pioneer) . This book has 
already done me the service of showing that some of my favor
ite authors have appeared in magazines I've never bothered to 
examine. And I suspect that you, as I, will find yourself 
digging through your older magazines to reread forgotten 
yarns that the INDEX has reminded you of. Don Day has earned 
the congratulations and gratitude of us all.

Another title of bibliographical interest is Darrell C. 
Richardson's MAX BRAND: THE MAN AND HIS WORK (Fantasy Pub
lishing Co., Inc., Los Angeles, 198 pp., $3.00). Following 
a long, meatv essay by the editor titled "The Life and Works 
of Max Brand" are chapters by eight other writers and indices 
of Frederick Faust's books and magazine stories, arranged by



sources as well as by Faust's numerous pennames. The story 
of a phenomenal writer told by those who best knew him and 
his work. Illustrated with photographs.

Also from FPCI recently are three others. Cornel Leng
yel's much-honored drama, THE ATOM CLOCK, #1.00. DROME, by 
John Martin Leahy, a land-inside-the-earth story from early 
issues of Weird Tales; several full page and double-page il
lustrations by the author; #5.00. And a new edition of John 
Taine's long out of print novel, GREEN FIRE, also #3.00.

Wilson Tucker's second s-f novel, THE LONG LOUD SILENCE 
(Rinehart, #2.50), surpasses his 1951 yarn, CITY IN THE SEA 
(Rinehart, and Galaxy S-F Novel). Atomic bomb and bacterio
logical war hit the eastern part of the U.S. In self-defense 
the western part establishes a quarantine of the eastern, and 
the situation in the east becomes grim, brutal, desperate.

Gnome Press offers three collections from the Astounding 
of the 1940'3. ROBOTS HAVE NO TAILS by Lewis Padgett, CITY 
by Clifford Slmak, and FOUNDATION AND EMPIRE by Isaac Asimov. 
As best I can deduce, in the face of such handicaps as one 
probable omission in the previous copyright data in CITY, a 
retitling of components of FOUNDATION AND EMPIRE, and the 
limiting of Don Day's INDEX to 1950 (INDEX, by the way, pro
vides among its invaluable information a complete listing of 
all stories in each recognized series), the Padgett and Slmak 
books include the entirety of their respective series (Gal
lagher, the frequently inebriated Inventor who "plays science 
by ear", and the broad- staged Webster family pageant) and 
the Asimov book, together with its predecessor, FOUNDATION, 
completes its series within hard covers. Each is $2.75.

Shasta's CLOAK OF AESIR by John W. Campbell, Jr. ($3.00), 
contains seven of the 1935-1939 Don A. Stuart stories: The 
Escape, Forgetfulness. and The Machine and The Aesir Series.

The 1952 version of Messrs. Bleiler and Dikty's BEST 
SCIENCE FICTION STORIES (Frederick Fell, NY, 288 pp., $2.95) 
continues in their tradition of literate s-f of the more fan
ciful varieties. Eight magazines are represented (eleven if 
one Includes the original sources of some of Magazine of Fan
tasy and Science Fiction's selections) with the significant 
omission of Astounding Science Fiction.

Twayne publishers (NY) have published (with scheduled 
releases, res?., of October 13th and 15th) THE REFUGEE CENTAUR 
by antoiniorrobles, "a fairy tale for adults", translated by 
Edward and Elizabeth Huberman (245 pp., #3.00) and WITCHES 
THREE, a collection (423 pp., $3.95), and announce for early 
publication L. Sprague de Camp's THE CONTINENT MAKERS AND 
OTHER TALES OF THE VIAGENS, and THE PETRIFIED PLANET, another 
collection of three (these previously unpublished).

WITCHES THREE contains three stories of short novel to 
novel length, an introduction ("A Plea For Witches" by John 
Ciardi) which is written with so remarkable a combination of 
erudition and wit as to be worthy of publication in the Ad
vertiser, and a dust jacket blurb that is perhaps an all-time 
high in the practice of that art. The three stories are: 
Fritz Leiber's classic from Unknown (what the heck, let's 
put Don Day to work -- it's from the April 1943 Unknown), 
"Conjure Wife" -- a suspenseful tale of witchcraft on a mod
ern American college campus; "There Shall Be No Darkness", 
an exceptional yarn about werewolvery by James Bllsh — from 
the April 1950 Thrilling Wonder Stories; and the longest of



the lot, "The Blue Star" by Fletcher Pratt, previously un
published story of a strange but well and thoroughly con
structed culture and what Mr. Ciardi terms the witch-of-dll- 
emna, the unwilling witch. The entire volume is eloquent 
testimonial for what may be done by ingenious writers with 
what critics are wont to term "a fresh approach" to subject 
matter we'd thought about exhausted.

Those interested in Cybernetics should write to the Jos
iah Macy, Jr., Foundation at P. 0. Box 575, Packanack Lane, 
N. J., requesting information on their publications on the 
subject (and if you do, will you mention SFA, please?) The 
Foundation sponsors annual conferences on cybernetics and a 
number of other subjects, mostly of a medical nature.

Quoting Dr. Frank Fremont-Smith, Medical Director at the 
Foundation, "We are interested, first of all, in furthering 
knowledge about cybernetics, and to this end the participants 
were brought together to exchange ideas, experiences, data, 
and methods. In addition to this particular goal, however, 
there is a further, and perhaps more fundamental, aim which 
is shared by ell our conference groups: the promotion of 
meaningful communication between scientific disciplines."

An estimate of the thoroughness of their approach to 
these tasks may by gained by noting the list of participants 
in the cybernetics conferences, which includes Norbert Wiener, 
Claude Shannon, I. A. Richards, John Von Neumann, F. S. C. 
Northrop, Margaret Mead, and many others representing the 
social, biological, and physical sciences. Transactions of 
the sixth, seventh, and eighth conferences (1949, '50, and 
'51) have been published and are available at $3.50, $3.50, 
and $4.00, reap. The first volume is paper-bound, the other 
two are cloth; 209, 251, and 240 pages.

Arthur Louis Joquel Il's THE CHALLENGE OF SPACE is pub
lished by House-Warven but distributed by Challenger Research 
Institute (5912 Tujunga Avenue, North Hollywood, Calif; 224 
pp., illustrated with numerous photographs, $4.00). A series 
of unusual essays on a variety of subjects; see ads in SFA 
January or March this year for chapter titles. The approach 
is mystical.

New American Library offers revised versions of two 
worthy titles, George Gamow's THE BIRTH AND DEATH OF THE SUN 
(213 pp. end index; Illustrated with numerous drawings and 
fourteen pages of photographs; 1940, 1952; 35^) and GOOD 
READING, A Guide to the world's Best Books prepared by the 
Committee on College Reading. To catalog the contents of 
this volume would mean reprinting It. I find among its re
commendations so many titles I've enjoyed that I'm convinced 
it's a noteworthy aid to selection in fields oftay interest. 
Thumb through it at your newsstand; you'll soon see if it 
has anything to offer you. The mention of books published 
this year and the Inclusion of a section on science fiction 
(by J.O. Bailey, author of Pilgrims Through Space and Time ) 
indicate the modernity of the revision.

Five more juveniles come from winston: MIST OF DAWN by 
Chad Oliver, VAULT OF THE AGES by Poul Anderson, ISLANDS IN 
THE SAY by ArthurC. Clarke, ROCKET JOCKEY by Philip St. John, 
and SONS OF THE OCEAN DEEPS by Bryce Walton. Each is $2.00.

The 1952 Astounding Science Fiction serial GUNNER CADE 
by Cyril Judd is offered from Simon and Schuster at $2.75.

the editor



NEED ANY AMAZINGS?

I have almost any issue (one copy only) from 1926 to 1952. 
Lemme know what you need and I'll let you know 

if and how (if I got and how much cost).

Jack Cuthbert 
Box 1736 

Pittsburgh 30, Pa.

Wanted- A copy of 
"Land of Terror" 

by E.R. Burroughs. 
Price must be reasonable.

Glenn Godwin 
5 Mildred Ave. 

Binghamton, New York

Please mention 
Science Fiction Advertiser 
when writing advertisers

ORIGINALS WANTED

Gover paintings from stf ipags 
wanted to fill th® clubhouse 
of the Sontag Ceaque
If the price is reasonable — 
we'll buy it. Please quote 
fully, and exactly.

Ken J. Krueger 
Box 2075

Buffalo 5, N Y

"Dream of the Stars" by Morris Scott Dollens



(/H • c

BOOKS FOR SALE (JAM—Jacket and Mint)
A. Merritt - The Fox Woman and Others , JAM 
$2; Keller - The Eternal Conflist and The 
Lady Decides (both boxed), #12; Smith, Sky
lark of Space- 1st ed. (no jkt) $8; Smith, 
same, 2nd, JAM, S5; de Camp - Lest Darkness 
Fall, 2nd, JAM, $2; Wells, Planets of Adven
ture, JAM, #2; Asimov, Pebble in the Sky, 
JAM, $1.50; Friend, The Kid From Mars, J/'M, 
$1.75; — Gordon Rix, 834 W/ 69th Avenue, 
Vancouver,,B.C., Canada.

MARS MOVIE!
"MARS" Is a 16nm science fiction sound 
movie available for home or club rental. 
Write for free Illustrated Information.

HISTORIC CINEMA SERVICE 
272B Hyland Street 
Cresskill, N.J.

Fantasy Books For Sale

Many Rare Items

Send for List

Haggards a Specialty

S.B.Myers, 904 Forest Ave., Ann Arbor, Mich.

WANTED! Issues of, or information about titles, au
thors, covers, of 1932-1940 issues of the following 
macabre magazines. For index. Wil buy or borrow.

DIME MYSTERY, EERIE MYSTERIES, EERIE STORIES, 
HORROR STORIES, MISTERI NOVELS & SHORT STORIES, 
MYSTERY TALES, REAL MISTERI MAGAZINE, SINISTER 

STORES, SPICY MYSTERY, STARTLING MYSTERY, STRANGE
DETECTIVE MISTERIES, TERROR TALES, THRILLING 

MISTERI, UNCANNY TALES (U.S.), etc.
Wants in Magazines & Books solicited. Reasonable. 
# Wm. N. Austin - 8317 W. 67th - Seattle 7, Wash.#

MOVIE FANTASY
8X10 inch still photographs from fantasy & 
science fiction motion pictures. Our cata
logue is practically a checklist of films 
of this genre. Send for a free copy to:

HISTORIC CINEMA SERVICE 
272B Hyland Street 
Cresskill, N.J.

The Science-fiction or Fantasy Illustration 
you've always wanted, drawn especially for 
you, in colored ink or black ink. For 
price and rough sketch, send description 
to:

Robert E. Gilbert
509 West Main Stfeet 
Jonesboro, Tennessee

M. McNeil 2010 McClendon Houston 25, 
Texas wants: SCIENCE FICTION SERIES 
7,10,12,14; ALLBTORY, CAVALIER, AR
GOSY; almost any; excerpts from non 
STFzlneo or the whole mags. ARGOSY 
4/96; WEIRD 7-8/23; (Will pay $15 for 
a really fine copy with both covers) 
Paul and Morey originals; dealers' 
pricelists; BLACK CATS; have several 
nice items to trade (SF SERIES #6,etc

ATTENTION BUYERS OF BLAGUE I
At the Chicago Convention we of SSR Amateur 
Publications were selling our first publish
ed book, BLAGUE (by Toby Duane and Al Lever- 
entz: 65/). SSR likes to keep records of the 
people who purchase It and their number. Two 
buyers were not informed of this: we would 
appreciate it if they would write us at the 
below address and give -us the number of their 
copies. The address is: 119 Ward Rd., North 
Tonawanda, New York. Sit down and do it now?

I want

SPANISH AND PORTUGUESE LANGUAGE

SCIENCE FICTION AND FANTASY

Jerome Lyon
2321 Harrison Avenue 

Eureka, California

I wish to buy all 1940-1941 issues of ABF, 
the price depending on the condition. They 
need not be in excellent condition, but must 
have all pages and at least £ of the front 
cover. I would also like to have any issue oj 
Unknown Worlds, in like condition, any Arkham 
Sampler and any Arkham House publication, any 
Lovecraft item. I also have for sale over 100 
S-F magazines, 1947-1952, and several pounds 
of fanzines, which I will sell as a lot. 
Jerry Hunter, 4612 E. New York St., Indiana
polis..!. Indiana

FANTASY RECORDS
"Meet The Lady From Venus" (words and music) 
A risque comedy song on the problems one en
counters upon returning to Earth with a col
lection of Venusian women. These are women? 

And on the flip side: "Mark IV Lullaby"
(words and music)sung in authentic MarkIVlan 
Deed to Phoebus given for first translation. 
(It can be deciphered) High-Fidelity lu-inch 
TranscriptIon of both songs,78 rpm or LPs $2 
Photoprinted folio of the words and musics$l 
Art Conn, Box 2121, Hartford 1, Connecticut

FOR SALE: SF & Fantasy Magazines in Mint 
Condition including Weird, Amazing, Wonder, 
Argosy, Mystery Magazine, Planet, Science 
Fiction, Etc. Over 1500 reasonably priced. 
I9O5 to date. Send wants or request list.

PAT J. TRACY
2065 Oak Street, Apt. 204 
San Francisco 17, Calif.

DON'T MOVE I

Send me your WANT LIST foy 
AMAZING,WONDER, ASTOUNDING,AIR WONDER 

1926 - 19^1 15$ - 51.50

Also BURROUGHS, FIRST EDITIONS ! 
$1.25 - $2.00

Neil Blum,2200 N. Kedzie,Chicago ^7,Hl.

——> WANTED: E FOR EFFORT 4" —

Want Copy of E For Effort, which appeared in Astound- 
ing and anthologized in Big Book of Science Fiction.
Any Condition 0. K.

For Disposition: 1000 Jazz Phonograph Records. Send 
For List.

Wanted: Sample Copies Your Fanzine.
ROY MORSER, 203 WEST 35TH STREET, NORFOLK 4, VIRGINIA



Advertising in this section is at the regular 
rates: 50/ for one column inch, etc. Micro 
Ad copy must be submitted fully prepared. It 
may be typed (with a reasonably new ribbon, 
please) or written, printed, and/or drawn in

Science Fiction Advertiser
a^ c k /jsu

1745 Kenneth Road, Glendale 1, Calif.

The present publisher offers the following 
back issues at 20/ per copy, postpaid: 
JANUARY 1950. Contributions by Lin Carter, 
Arthur C. Clarke, S. T. Horn, & George D. 
Martindale. Volume III, No. 6, 28 pages. 
FEBRUARY and APRIL 1951. Contain in two 
parts an illustrated paper by Arthur C. 
Clarke, "Space-Travel in Fact and Fiction" 
and other articles and reviews by Stanton 
A. Coblentz, Arthur J. Cox, and others, & 
some exceptional art work by Neil Austin, 
Dollens, and Stirling Macoboy. 36 & 32 pp 
JUNE 1951 Includes "A Short Essay on 
Long" (Frank Belknap) by A.J. Cox. 24 pp. 
SEPTEMBER 1951. Arthur J. Cox on "Astoun
ding’s Science Fiction: Some Changes in 
Form" and an .illustrated article on a-f 
art by Morris Scott Dollens. 40 pp.
NOVEMBER 1951. Features Clyde Beck’s "Cy
bernetics, Science Fiction, and Survival", 
"Those Critical Standards" by Stewart Kem
ble, and a Cox review of Heinlein. 24 pp. 
JANUARY 1952. Articles and reviews by 
Darrell C. Richardson, Beck, etc. 36 pp. 
MARCH and JULY (we missed May) 1952. Con
tain in two parts Cox’s widely-acclaimed 
essay, "Deus Ex Machina: A Study of A. E. 
van Vogt";March includes Carolyn Gaybard’s 
"In Defense of Space Opera". 48 & 44 pp. 
SEPTEMBER 1952. Includes "Dichtung-- Oder 
wahrhelt? Philosophy From Fantasy to Fact" 
by Clyde Beck, "Conversations on Criticism" 
by Frederick Shroyer. 36 pages.
To obtain issues listed above, send 20/ per 
copy wanted to SFA at 1745 Kenneth Road, 
Glendale 1, California. Many earlier is
sues are available at 10/ per copy (which 
price difference does not mean that the 
older ones are ipferlor)from Gus Wilimorth 
at 2943 So. Normandie, Los Angeles 7, Cal. 

black ink. Copy should be exactly twice the 
size in each dimension of the magazine- space 
It Is to occupy, e.g., a column inch would be 
4^x2 inches. Eleven lines of 43 pica or 
52 elite characters are absolute maximums.

RARE! SCARCE! BIZARRE ITEMS!!
FOR SALE OR TRADE...WHAT HAVE YOU?? 

WANTED: MUNDY, BURROUGHS, HAGGARD, 
CUMMINGS AND OTHERS....

ANTHOLOGY"Creeps Omnibus" 1st Fine
ARNOLD "Fhra The Phoenician" Fine, no date 
AUBREY "Devil Tree o/ £1 Dorado". 7th V.G 
CROIVLEY "Moonchtld" 1st Fine
DEEFING "Man Who Went Bach" 1st Fine

* "The Red Saint* 1st Fine
EDDISON " 3tyrbiorn The Strong" 1st V. G.
FESSIER /Fully Dressed & In His Right Mind" 
FINNEY "Circus of Dr. Lao" 1st F'ne dm 
JADES "Collected Ghost Stories" 1st Fine
SHIEL "Children of the Wind " British 1st

(Autographs d) V. G. with dw
WELLS "Seven Famous Novels" 1st Fine

ORIN 3. MCFARLAND 
,103 If. 80th Street 
New York 24, N.Y.

FILLERS BOOKMARKS 
03 BOOKPLATES STATIONERY

o
83

Science fiction and 
fantasy art is our 
specialty. Glad to 
discuss any type of 
artwork,large,medium 
or small.
Although we prefer 

to work on a strict
ly cash basis,we may 
do some artwork in 
return for stf mag
azines. Try us.
Sample,details and 

prices on request(en 
close stamped,self
addressed envelope 
for reply,please)

ART AND ROG 
322 NORTH STREET 
ONEIDA,NEW YORK

THE COMPLETE 1940 VOLUME 0* UNKNOT— 
FOR SALE)

Yes, all 12 1940 issues in good condition— 
the price only $20, or will sell separately 
for $1.75 each. I also have a stock of 
hundreds of stf and fantasy mags dating 
back to 1940. Your name and address will 
bring my bi-monthly list to you.
—RON SMITH, 332 E. Date, Oxnard, Calif.—

«#Buy INSIDE, fandom’s newest fanzine)

Wanted: Novels of prehistoric man, "dawn- 
man” novels: Quien-Sabe, A Daughter of the 
Sun; Rolt-Wheeler, The Finder of Fire; Dall, 
The Stone Giant; Candler, The Dinosaur’s Egg 
Langford, Pic, the Weapon Maker, Kutnar, son 
of Pic; Gratacap, A Woman of the Ice Age; 
Harre, The Eternal Malden; Desmond, Ragnarok 
Black Dawn, Chaos, Echo, Gods; Begouen,Bison 
of Clay; Boson, Child of the Dawh; Tooker, 
The Dawn Boy; Waterloo, Story of Ab;

Anything in a prehistoric line, regard
less of condition. Also: Skullface, Howard; 
Jumbee, Whitehead; Dark Carnival, Bradbury; 
Weapon Makers, Destination Universe, The 
Mixed Men, Van Vogt; In the Morning of Time, 
Roberts; Most Arkham House books.Look over 
your shelves and see If you have any prehis
tories you don’t want. Have some 34-39Welrds 
for trade, but prefer to pay cash. Also want 
mint 32-ASF. Oh yea, have a few Can-mags: 
Uncanny, Supersedence; scarce over there.

A. W. PURDYg 1846 West 2nd Ave. Vancouver

For Sales
Avon Fantasy Reader (the set of 18) $7.00
Scattered issues of Amusing, Wonder, OW, etc. 
The Time Stream .by John Taine D/IV $4.f© 
The Dunwich Horrc» by H.P.Lovecraft waps 
Send for complete^list of mags, books and 
fan magazines for sale.
Wanted:
The Acolyte (selected issues) 
Spaceways (selected issues) 
EDWARD WOOD 31 N. ABERDEEN ST., CHICAGO 7,ILL.

--------------- TOT SaEE-----------------------------
Issues of aSF. Dates listed following year 
are LACKING. Otherwise, all years are com
plete. 1940: $6.25; 1941: $6.00; 1942: 
Aug.,Dec. $5.00; 1943: Nov. $4.50; 1944; 
$4.50; 1945: $4.25; 1946: $4.25; 1947; Jan. 
$4.00; 1948: $4.00; 1949: $3.75; 1950: Aug. 
$3.50; 1951: $3.25. The Lot: $50.00, post
paid .
Complete set Unknown-39 Issues-plus "From 
Unknown Worlds," a supplementary magazine 
collection. Forty wonderful issues for 
$47.50, postpaid.
As with all pulps, the spines of the earlier 
Issues are somewhat worn; faint yellowing 
of pages Is evident In a number of the ear
lier Issues. All Issues are completely In
tact with both front and back covers. 
Condition ranges from good to mint. The 
Unknown Set Is in particularly fine condi
tion. If Interested, make checks or Money 
Orders payable to: Neil Barron

2035 Monte Vista Street 
Pasadena 8, California
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the copy. Contributors may secure copies of issue containing their work for special rate of five for $1.00. Advertising 
rates upon request. Copyright 1952, by Edward W. Ludwig. All 
demons, extra-terrestials, and other odd beings in these pages 
are actual persons, and any resemblance to fictional characters 
is strictly coincidental.
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